TMAC Assists Taprite-Fassco Company with Lean
Transformation
Taprite-Fassco manufactures products such as
pressure regulators (for carbon dioxide systems
in beverage dispensing machines) and backroom assemblies (like shelving and fixtures).
They distribute products worldwide to the
biggest names in the food service industry
including Pepsi-Cola, Coca-Cola, McDonalds,
Taco Bell, Wendy’s, Pizza Hut as well as the
alcoholic beverage industry. Taprite Fassco
also operates as a contract manufacturer for
larger customers.

TMAC led the Lean Machine team to conduct
a rapid improvement (or Kaizen) event, which
focused on a specific product line. TMAC
facilitated the event by providing 5S, Cell
Implementation and Pull Systems training and
coaching for the event team members allowing
them to embrace the concepts and apply the
techniques on the shop floor.
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After a plant visit and meeting with
management, the journey began with a team of
TMAC manufacturing professionals led by Mr.
Sam Sadri delivering extensive training in
Principles of Lean Manufacturing for
management and supervisory personnel.
After mapping the material and information
flow of the product from sales order to
customer, Taprite Lean Machine team
identified and prioritized the non value added
activity with highest impact to the business and
prepared an implementation plan.

% Improvement
71%

Space Reduction

78%

Inventory Reduction

90%

WIP Reduction

99%

Cycle Time

99%

Scott Cary, Taprite Fassco CFO, is extremely
satisfied about the bottom line financial results
gained by the events. “We have achieved over
$1,000,000 in inventory reduction as well as an
annual cost avoidance of $135,000 as a result
of series of Lean improvement activities held
with TMAC assistance throughout the last year.
For more information, call Bill Rafferty at (210) 5225865.
County: Bexar
Industry: CO2 Beverage
Regulators/Beverage Dispensing
Equipment
TMAC Services Provided: Process
Improvement/Lean Enterprise

